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THROW!
BOUNCE!
SPIN!
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These eight new outdoor toys
will have your kiddos backyard
bound in no time.
BY LIZ SCHNABOLK
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1. B. Toys
Disc-Oh Flyer

3. Majik Lawn
Darts and Caddy

Little ones can give the
spinner a whirl and then
chase after the saucer as
it flies. Bonus: Embedded
lights make for an out-ofthis-world after-dark show.
Ages 3 and up, $7; Target

A bar game heads to
the backyard and gets a
family-friendly makeover
to boot! Set up the round
targets on the grass, and
kids can take aim—scoring
one point for every dart
that lands inside. Ages
8 and up, $15; Target

2. Maui Glitter Sky Ball
Whoa: These sparkling
bouncy balls can soar up
to 75 feet in the air! Just
try to get your kids to put
them down. Ages 6 and
up, $8 each; Walmart
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4. Scatter Dodgeball
School might be out, but
recess classics are always
in. This set offers a twist:
Players start with two
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colored wristbands each.
If they get hit with the ball,
they give one up. Lose
two? You’re out. The player
who collects them all first
wins. Ages 5 and up,
$20; coop-sports.com

5. Franklin Sports
Glomax Paddle Ball
How many hits can they
get? Let your kids set
new records late into the
night (hey, it’s summer!)
with this glow-in-the-dark
paddle board set. Ages
6 and up, $30; Target

6. Poof Ninja Flyer
Great for the beach, this
boomerang 2.0 whistles
as it spins, flips, and
dives, making for a much
more interesting game
of catch! Ages 5 and up,
$10; shopko.com

7. Giant Inflatable
Soccer Ball
YouTube some classic
Honey, I Shrunk the Kids
scenes before heading out
to play with this four-foot
inflatable soccer ball. It’ll
hold up to some serious

dribbling thanks to a tough
vinyl shell. Ages 6 and up,
$70; mindware.com

8. Bunch O Balloons
Filler/Soaker
If you thought self-tying
water balloons were a
game changer, get ready to
have your mind...soaked!
Kids can attach Bunch O
Balloons to the end of
this water blaster, letting
them fill up on the go.
Just watch your back—it’s
also a water shooter! Ages
6 and up, $15; Walmart
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